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Southwest Power Pool 

GENERATION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

XCEL Energy Offices, Denver, Colorado 

September 30, 2014 

8:30 A.M. – 5:00 P.M. 

 Meeting/WebEx 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 
 
GWG Chair Mitch Williams called the meeting to order shortly after 8:30 A.M.  The following 
people were in attendance: 

 
GWG Members 

Mitch Williams – Western Farmers Electric Cooperative 
Mike Sheriff – Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Jim Fehr - Nebraska Public Power District  
Amber Metzker – XCEL Energy 
Bryan Taggart - WESTAR Energy 
Stuart Houston – Empire District Electric Company  
Timothy Murphy (proxy for Terry Gates) - American Electric Power 
 

Other Stakeholders and Staff 
 
Bruce Barnhouse – Lincoln Electric System 
Ron Thompson - Nebraska Public Power District 
Clint Bruhn - Lincoln Electric System 
Jerry Bradshaw - City Utilities of Springfield 
Kenny Hale - City Utilities of Springfield 
John Boshears - City Utilities of Springfield 
Garret Schilling – Basin Electric Cooperatives 
Steve Gaw – Stakeholder 
Noumvi Ghomsi – Public Service Commission f Missouri 
James Lewis – Noble Power 
Randy Root - Grand River Dam Authority 
Kevin Foflygen - City Utilities of Springfield 
Jim Dutton – Stakeholder 
Derek Hawkins – SPP Staff 
Scott Jordan – SPP Staff 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Mitch Williams called the meeting to order shortly after 8:30 AM.  
 
b. There were no proxies for this meeting. 

 
c. The Standards of Conduct to be followed during meeting were reviewed.  
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d. Jim Fehr made a motion to accept the Minutes from the September 4, 2014 Conference 
Call and Stuart Houston seconded the motion.  The GWG voted to approve the Minutes 
from the September4, 2014 Conference Call. 
 

e. The GWG reviewed and approved the Agenda for this Meeting on September 30, 2014. 
 
 

 
 

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 
 

a. Staff will work on gathering the necessary data from the 2013 Summer time period to 
review the renewable resource requirements per the proposed SPP Criteria Section 
12.1.5.3.g looking at the top 3% load hours and a 60% confidence level. – Covered in 
GWG Report.  Discussed during Sept. 30th Meeting in Denver 

b. SPP Staff will communicate with the other SPP Departments in order to assess the 
time it will take for SPP Staff to gather and report on the other pieces of the report as 
outlined in the GWG Report scope document. – Covered in GWG Report.  Discussed 
during Sept. 30th Meeting in Denver 

c. SPP Staff will research NERC Standards that would be applicable to extreme events. 
– GWG feels that winterization too variable across the footprint and should be 
handled on a GO basis. - Complete 

d. SPP Staff will work with the GECTF Members to gather data form a report that Don 
Shipley put together for Bruce Rew. – Face to face May 7th in Little Rock – Getting 
ready to 2014/15 Winter Season, possible Actions  - GWG feels that winterization too 
variable across the footprint and should be handled on a GO basis. - Complete 

a. SPP Staff will review SPP Criteria Section 12 for the proper place for unit 
weatherization verbiage to be placed and look at what other RTOs are doing 
to address the situation.  

e. SPP Staff will check on the status of the new GWG Charter. – SPP Staff will put 
together Power Point for MOPC for Mitch’s review on Oct 2nd. 

f. SPP Staff will check on the status of the waiver process and report back to the GWG. 
– GWG does not have the right to grant waiver.  CGC has asked that the GWG 
support with Criteria interpretation and that the GO is responsible for writing a 
narrative for supporting their position. - Complete 

g. SPP Staff will concentrate its efforts to focus on the 2013 Summer Season to support 
SPP Criteria 12.1 and the 2013/14 Winter Season to support SPP Criteria 12.1 and 
the GECTF winterization efforts for SPP’s fleet. – GWG feels that winterization too 
variable across the footprint and should be handled on a GO basis. - Complete 

h. SPP Staff has been and will continue to be engaged in the development of this 
standard (TPL-007-01) and will keep the necessary SPP Working Groups informed of 
its development and perceived impacts. – Check Doug Bowman, not specific to 
GWG. 

i. SPP Staff will create a CRR document for SPP Criteria Section 12 that I compatible 
with NERC MOD-025-02 Standard for the GWG Stakeholders to review. – Complete 
CRR-14 being developed. 

j. GWG Members stay engaged with the GECTF regarding Unit Weatherization and 
other issues they are addressing. – GWG feels that winterization too variable across 
the footprint and should be handled on a GO basis. - Complete 

k. SPP Staff will place this item on a GWG Meeting agenda during the first quarter of 
2015 to re-affirm the protocols/CRR document. . – Complete CRR-14 being 
developed. 

l. SPP Staff needs to move on looking at 2013 Peak data (top 3-5% load hours) across 
all generation types based on feedback from other Working Groups during CRR 
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Process. SPP Staff needs to target having base data ready for the GWG to review at 
the face-to-face meeting. – Duplicate to first AI 

m. The SPP Staff will send the approved verbiage to the MOPC/BOD Administrative 
Assistants to move along the process of getting the new criteria posted. – Complete.  
Posted on SPP.ORG 

n. The GWG Members will need to review the new CRR form and the MOD-025-02 
Standard with their companies. – CRR-14 will be sent out to GWG  Members and 
send to the RCWG for their review 

o. SPP Staff will need to research data gathering resource requirements from SPP 
Operations and Market Monitoring. – Duplicate Remove 
 

 

Agenda Item 3 – Align SPP Criteria 12.1 with MOD-025-02 – CRR-14 
 
The GWG’s CRR-14 was sent to the Regional Compliance Working Group (RCWG) for their 
review and feedback.  Ron Losh, Kim VanBrimer, and Jonathan Hayes, SPP Compliance Staff, 
had reviewed CRR-14 with the RCWG and sent a formal letter accompanying the feedback from 
the group to the GWG.  The RCWG stated that since the new NERC MOD-025- was established 
applicable to all registered GOs which requires each GO to test its generators in order to verify its 
Facility Ratings in accordance with procedures included in MOD-025-2, Attachment 1.  Further 
the RCWG felt that if the GWG wanted to include the verbiage in CRR-14 to align it with the new 
standard, then the GWG a regional standard would be the more appropriate document to 
develop.   
 
The GWG discussed the feedback and how to move forward with CRR-14.  The group then 
discussed the need for the data being supported by the criteria language.  The main need was for 
FERC and NERC LTRA and filings and for SPP modeling due to the fact that the NERC standard 
did not layout guidelines for seasonality or testing conditions.  These two points were key to the 
GWG for standardized reporting of resource accreditation for the EIA-411, and modeling.  The 
CRR-14 was re-written from this prospective.  During the re-write, one of the members expressed 
a concern that there still might be compliance implications.  It was discussed and felt that it was 
important enough to proceed with and let the RCWG and GWG discuss it on a joint call in the 
future.  The discussions and edits to the CRR-14 document and development of the response 
letter to the RCWG was a timely discussion. Those edits are outlined in the CRR-14 meeting 
document.  The GWG decided to send both out to the GWG members and have them review it 
with their respective companies and be ready to discuss it at the next GWG meeting.  Staff will 
send the  
 
 
Action Item: Staff will send out the amended CRR-14 document and RCWG response letter to 
the GWG Members for review with their respective companies. 
   
Action Item: The GWG Members will send in their company’s responses and be ready to edit 
and discuss the document at the next GWG meeting. 
 
 
 

Agenda Item 4 – GWG Report 
 
The GWG discussed the direction of the GWG Report during the afternoon session.  The group 
agreed that the main issue that this first report needs to address is a thorough review of the 
renewable resource criteria that just went through the CRR process.  Specifically, the new criteria 
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should be applied to the renewable resource in the footprint to assess its overall impact.  This 
was a major point that the CAWG, RSC and MOPC fed back to the GWG during the CRR 
process.  Derek Hawkins from SPP Operations attended the meeting in person to discuss this 
topic and the viability of completing the task.  The format and study period was discussed.  The 
format that was agreed plots the wind resources by area based on the SPP Criteria assessed 
over different confidence factors from 0-100%, 60% being the current values, for the top 3 
percent load hours for the area against the percentage of maximum nameplate output for the 
years of 2012, 2013, and 2014.  The group struggled with the graph layout, but finally agreed to 
an initial layout that Derek could move forward with to construct some graphs for GWG review.  
Additionally, the group discussed the addition of the percent of wind during the peak load time for 
the past few years on each slide. 
 
The group also wants to work towards getting data on how well the conventional resources are 
performing during those same peak load hours.  The group reviewed a few of the reports that 
were part of the meeting materials to see if anything would be applicable to the report.  The group 
also discussed the need to develop a high level summary to accompany the report. Staff needs to 
get with Market Monitoring or Operations in order to find out what data is available to report on 
these resources. 
 
Reports to Research: 

• Operations EMS 
• CROWs data 
• Generation Fuel Mix 
• Integrated Market Protocols 
• Market Monitoring Reports 

 
 
Action Item: SPP Staff will need to research data gathering resource requirements from SPP 
Operations and Market Monitoring. 
 
Action Item: SPP Staff needs a template for showing the accreditation of renewable resources 
per SPP Criteria 12.1.5.3.g for the wind resources in SPP’s foot print. 
 

Agenda Item 5 – Closing Administrative Items 
 

a) Action Items: 
 

i. Staff will send out the amended CRR-14 document and RCWG response letter to the 
GWG Members for review with their respective companies. 

ii. The GWG Members will send in their company’s responses and be ready to edit and 
discuss the document at the next GWG meeting 

iii. Staff will work on gathering the necessary data from the 2013 Summer time period to 
review the renewable resource requirements per the proposed SPP Criteria Section 
12.1.5.3.g looking at the top 3% load hours and a 60% confidence level. – Covered in 
GWG Report.  Discussed during Sept. 30th Meeting in Denver 

iv. SPP Staff will check on the status of the new GWG Charter. – SPP Staff will put 
together Power Point for MOPC for Mitch’s review on Oct 2nd. 

v. The GWG Members will need to review the new CRR form and the MOD-025-02 
Standard with their companies. – CRR-14 will be sent out to GWG  Members and 
send to the RCWG for their review 
 
 

 
b) The next GWG Teleconference are scheduled for: 
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1. October  17, 2017; 9:00 – 11:00 AM 
2. November 11, 2014; 1:00 – 3:00 PM 

 
 

c) Future Items for discussion. 
1. Capacity Margin taskforce looking for an owner.  GWG is one group being 

mentioned in those discussions. 
2. LOLE Study review 

 
 

d) The meeting was adjourned at 4:45 P.M... 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Scott Jordan 
GWG Secretary 
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